
AMERICA’S SPORTING HERITAGE: 
Fueling the American Economy



Time in the field hunting or on the water fishing is 
often spent alone or with a small group of close 
friends and family. But when you add up all of those 
individuals, 37.4 million people over the age of 16 
hunted or fished in this country in 2011. That’s as 
much as the population of the entire state of California. 
And the numbers are going up – 2011 saw the first 
increase in hunters (9 percent) and anglers 
(11 percent) in recent years.

All of those sportsmen and women are an economic 
force, fueling the American economy. The $90 billion 
they spent in 2011 would land them at #24 on the 
Fortune 500 list, above well-known companies like 
Kroger, Procter & Gamble and Costco. From boats to 
shotguns to land purchased for a place to hunt or fish, 
on average each sportsman and woman spent 
$2,407 that year.

Beyond the money they spend on their outdoor pursuits, 
sportsmen and women bankroll conservation. Excise 
taxes on fishing, hunting and shooting equipment, 
and motorboat fuel as well as fees for licenses and 
stamps are all dedicated toward state fish and wildlife 
management, fueling the American System of 
Conservation Funding. Add their generous support of 
conservation organizations through memberships 
and contributions and you’re looking at $3 billion for 
conservation over the course of a year.

When you take a closer look, America’s sportsmen and 
women are an economic engine helping to fuel our 
country’s economy and the future of conservation.
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America’s 
Sportsmen
And Women

Fueling the American economy today. 
Funding American conservation 
for the future.

The Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation produced this report through the generous support of our partners in order to promote the importance of 
hunting and recreational shooting, angling and boating in the American economy.  

The primary source of data for this report comes from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) 2011 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and 
Wildlife Associated Recreation. This survey is the most comprehensive data available based on interviews with 16,371 hunting and fishing households 
across the country. The number of participants cited is a snapshot of people who hunted or fished in 2011 and the actual number is probably even higher – 
industry research found that over 40 percent of resident hunters will buy a license in only one or two years over a five year period.

The National Shooting Sports Foundation and the American Sportfishing Association commissioned Southwick Associates to provide even more detailed 
economic figures that are also referenced in this report. In addition, other industry-sponsored research on market segments outside the scope of the 
USFWS report is included.
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American 
Sportsmen: 
A Closer Look

When it comes to defining your typical sportsman or 
woman, there’s no right image. Anglers fish in rivers 
and lakes… except that nearly a third of them fish in 
saltwater. Hunters come from the south… except that 
Wisconsin has the second highest number of in-state 
hunters at nearly 900,000. Sportsmen and women are 
rural… but they also hail from the big city. There’s no 
simple way to categorize sportsmen and women, and 
that is what makes them such an important 
constituency in this country. 

Nationwide, there are 37.4 million Americans, age 16 
and older, who hunted or fished in 2011. If you add 
youth age 6 to 15, there’s an additional 1.8 million  
hunters; young anglers add another 8.5 million to 
the ranks. And in 2011, hunting and fishing increased 
by 9 percent and 11 percent respectively from five 
years before. There are more people who hunt 
and fish in America than go bowling (34.9 million 
participants age 7 and up) or play basketball 
(26.1 million participants over age 7).

But perhaps more importantly during a time of 
economic recession, sportsmen and women spend a 
lot of money in pursuit of their sports. The $90 billion 
they spent in 2011? That’s the same as combined 
revenues for the United States’ TV broadcast and 
cable network industry – yes, that includes NBC, 
FOX, ESPN, Discovery Channel and much more. 

The bottom line is that hunting and fishing are good 
for the economy – for small, rural communities 
where sportsmen and women visit to hunt and fish, 
as well as for companies in cities across the country 
that make and sell the equipment that sportsmen and 
women depend on.

There are 37.4 million hunters and anglers over the age of 16, 
that’s equivalent to the entire population of the state of California.

I VOTE
I HUNT

I FISH

If every sportsman and woman had voted in the 2012 presidential election, 

they would have made up 30 percent of the total votes cast.

$90.0 BILLION
Sportsmen and women spent $90 billion in 2011, that’s more than the combined 

global sales of Apple’s iPhone® and iPad® the same year.

Sportsmen spent $25 billion in special equipment 

(boats, trucks, RVs, ATVs, cabins, etc.) in 2011, which is as much 
as the revenues for the video game industry.

The $11.6 billion in food and lodging spent by sportsmen in 

2011 is almost 3 percent of the entire Gross Domestic Product 

in these industries.

Total expenditures for shooting sports equipment 
by hunters in 2011.

$5.25B

Muzzleloaders: $122 million 

Rifles: $1.4 billion 

Shotguns: $915 million

Handguns: $585 million

Ammunition: $1.3 billion

Archery Equipment: $935 million

Combined, sportsmen spent more than 835 million days afield 
and took more than 711 million trips in 2011 – 

that averages out to 22 days in the woods and on the water.
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America’s 
Hunters Spend
$38.3 Billion

For many, it is a tradition passed down for generations, 
parents or grandparents to children, spending hours 
in the field and precious time together. Some may not 
think that hunting is “mainstream” anymore, that a 
sport like soccer has far more participation. But that 
is far from the truth. There are 13.7 million people 
age 16 and up who hunted in the United States in 
2011 and if you add the 1.8 million youth hunters, age 
6 to 15, you have a total of 15.5 million hunters. In 
comparison, a mere 13.9 million Americans over the 
age of  7 play soccer.

These hunters may live in small towns, but they are 
just as likely to live in the city and travel to the country 
in order to hunt. Many of them are men, but a growing 
number are women. They may be mostly interested 
in big game hunting (10.8 million), but more than a 
third of them hunt migratory and upland birds. 

And of particular note, there are 9 percent more 
hunters than there were five years ago. Whether that 
increase comes from the growing ranks of women 
hunters or the movement to eat local, organic meats, 
or simply from a renewed interest in connecting 
with the great outdoors in a more fundamental way, 
hunting is on the rise.

This is great news for the American economy because 
hunting requires gear and usually travel. When you 
add up all those hunters, their equipment and all the 
trips they take – you’re looking at $38.3 billion in 
spending in 2011, topping revenues for Comcast that 
same year ($37.9 billion). In difficult economic times, 
hunters spent 30 percent more than they did five 
years before.

Spending by hunters pays $5.4 billion in state and local taxes, a sum 

that could pay the wages of 113,000 firefighters, 37 percent of all 

professional firefighters in the country. If you add in federal taxes paid 

by hunters, the number doubles to $11.8 billion.

Hunters spent $6 billion on guns, ammunition and archery equipment 

in 2011, that’s the same as the sales of bicycles in the United States.

ADMIT
15.5 MILLION

035504

035504

Trip-related expenses paid by hunters 
in 2011 are more than the total box 

office gross receipts that year

($10.4 billion vs. $10.2 billion).

Something as simple as decoys and game calls? Hunters spent $302 million in 2011 for those.

The 15.5 million hunters over the age of 6 could fill every NASCAR track, 
NFL stadium, NBA arena, MLB ballpark and NHL rink in the country more than twice 

(15.5 million vs. 7.2 million total capacity).

$38.3 BILLION
America’s hunters spent $38.3 billion in 2011, more than the revenues for Comcast that year.

Sportsmen put their money towards 
conserving fish and wildlife habitat, 

spending $8 billion in 2011 to own, 
lease and cultivate land for hunting.
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More Than 
40 Million 
Anglers

It starts with a worm and a bobber and then you are 
hooked for a lifetime of fishing enjoyment. That bait 
starts to add up ($1.5 billion), and then spinners or 
crank bait or other artificial flies and lures are added 
to the mix ($1.17 billion). Don’t forget about rods 
and reels ($2.37 billion). Add in all of the tackle boxes, 
hooks, lines and sinkers, and fishing equipment and 
bait becomes a $7.6 billion business.  

That’s just the tip of the iceberg. Many anglers book 
guided trips or charters ($1.1 billion in guide fees and 
package costs). Those trips usually require hotel 
or lodge stays ($2.3 billion in lodging) – or they might 
just decide to buy a cabin or camper for a more 
personal overnight trip. And eventually they probably 
will end up buying a boat and paying to dock it 
and fuel it. When you add up all the expenditures 
by anglers in 2011, it totaled a whopping $47.7 billion, 
more than revenues for Lockheed Martin that 
year ($46.9 billion).

But the beauty of fishing is that the simple worm and 
bobber on the end of the rod and reel still work 
perfectly. Fishing appeals as much to the most 
back-to-basics outdoorsmen and women as it does to the 
tech-savvy angler using the market’s latest tackle 
innovations. No matter what your budget or where you 
live, there are always bluegills in the local reservoir or 
wild trout in your dream stream in Montana.

Perhaps this is why fishing has such an appeal 
throughout this country. In 2011, 33.1 million 
Americans over the age of 15 fished, and youth from 
ages 6 to 15 added another 8.5 million anglers. All 
together that is 41.6 million American anglers. The 
best news of all is that represents an 11 percent 
increase in participation since the last survey was 
done five years ago. 

With so many anglers spending so much money, 
there’s a whole lot of fishing going on.

There were 41.6 million American anglers over the age of 6 

in 2011, that’s more than the number of people who went to Disney’s 

Magic Kingdom,
®

 Epcot,
®

 and Animal Kingdom
® 

in Orlando, FL that 

year (41.6 million vs. 37.5 million).

Bait
$1.50 billion

Tackle boxes
$142.00 million

Rods and reels 
$2.37 billion

Lines and leaders 
$593.00 million

Hooks, sinkers, etc
$628.60 million

Artificial flies and lures 
$1.17 billion

A lure here, some bait there, adds up to billions of dollars.

The $12 billion anglers spent on boats and 

other special equipment in 2011 is more than 

the global revenues for Starbucks
®
 that year.

Anglers paid $8.2 billion in federal taxes, which would pay the salaries 
for 410,000 active duty privates in the U.S. Army.

$61.7 BILLION 

Anglers support 828,133 jobs, well more than the 

761,000 McDonald’s
®
 employees in the U.S.

Fishing’s contribution to the country’s Gross Domestic 
Product is $61.7 billion, a lot more than the 

contribution from the manufacturing of paper products 
($61.7 billion vs. $53.2 billion).

Trip related expenditures for anglers is more than the combined 2011 revenues for 
all major professional sports leagues – MLB, NHL, NBA and NFL

($21.8 billion vs. $21.4 billion).



The American 
System Of 
Conservation Funding
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Seventy-five years ago, America’s great outdoors looked much 
different. Generations of natural resource over-use  resulted in 
leveled forests, tilled native grasslands, and drained wetlands. Bison 
were largely extirpated from the lower 48 states, passenger pigeons 
were about to make their final appearance, and sightings of some 
of today’s common wildlife species like deer and turkeys made the 
local newspapers. Instead of clouds of ducks in the Central Flyway, 
residents saw clouds of dust darkening the skies. The situation 
was bleak.

But America’s sportsmen and women knew and cared about these 
resources. They knew that fish and wildlife were sustainable natural 
resources and that with quality habitat and regulations to limit 
harvest numbers, populations would rebound. Hunters, recreational 
anglers and shooters and trappers and boaters cared so passionately 
about these resources that they advocated to tax themselves on the 
equipment and motorboat fuel they used to fund conservation. 
They pushed for hunting and fishing licenses with the fees dedicated 
to state-based wildlife management and for a duck stamp to protect 
wetlands critical for maintaining waterfowl populations. 

All of these excise taxes and fees are directed into the Wildlife and 
Sport Fish Restoration programs for use exclusively by state fish 
and wildlife agencies to professionally manage fish and wildlife and 
provide access for sportsmen. These “user-pays, public-benefits” 
funding programs celebrated their 75th Anniversary in 2012. They 
are the foundation of the American System of Conservation 
Funding and have allowed the larger public to enjoy the benefits of 
bountiful fish and wildlife populations and the lands and waters 
on which they depend. It is a uniquely American approach to 
conservation funding that is still paying dividends – and is still 
the primary funding source for fish and wildlife conservation in the 
country. Combined, the Wildlife and Sport Fish Restoration 
programs have totaled $14.5 billion for conservation since they 
were established.

Without sportsmen and women and industry partners stepping up 
for conservation, our outdoor world would be a very different place.

Since 1934, hunters have bought Federal Duck Stamps

to hunt waterfowl, to the tune of more than $750 million 
generated to date that has protected over 6 million 
acres of wetland habitat – an area the size of the 
state of Vermont.

Sportsmen’s groups like Safari Club International, the Rocky 
Mountain Elk Foundation, Ducks Unlimited and B.A.S.S. are 

closely involved with fish and wildlife management efforts, and 
sportsmen and women give generously to these groups 

contributing $1.1 billion in 2011 for an average of $30 per person.

In 2011, sportsmen and women contributed 
more than $3 billion toward conservation 

efforts, including the purchase of licenses, 
stamps, motorboat fuel, sporting equipment, 
and contributions to organizations - that’s

$8.3 million per day 

$344,000 per hour 

$5,700 per minute 

$95.54 per second

$3.0 BILLION

 2012

 TOTAL 

 1952

 1962

 1972

 1982

 2002

    $2.7 MILLION

    $5.8 MILLION

  $13.4 MILLION

  $30.0 MILLION

$202.8 MILLION

$293.0 MILLION

$350.0 MILLION

    $7.3 BILLION (Since 1952)

 1992

Year after year, sportsmen and women have helped fund the Wildlife 
and Sport Fish Restoration programs through excise taxes on their 
fishing and hunting purchases. 

Sport Fish Restoration

 1939

 2009

 1949

 1959

 1969

 1989

 1999

 TOTAL

 1979

 2012

  $890,000

  $10.8 MILLION

  $16.5 MILLION

  $30.3 MILLION

  $82.8 MILLION

$119.0 MILLION

$165.3 MILLION

$336.5 MILLION

$371.3 MILLION

   $7.2 BILLION (Since 1939)

Wildlife Restoration
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Millions Of 
Recreational 
Shooters & Boaters

Industry insiders know that a large percentage of 
outdoor enthusiasts go target shooting or boating, but 
may not hunt or fish. These markets are very important 
to sportsmen and women because the Wildlife and 
Sport Fish Restoration programs utilize excise taxes 
on arms and ammunition and motorboat fuel 
regardless of whether the buyer intends to hunt or 
fish. And these funds - which fuel the American 
System of Conservation Funding - are essential to the 
conservation of fish and wildlife and their habitats.

The lines between enthusiast groups are typically 
blurred, and shooters and boaters that don’t hunt or 
fish may not be captured by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service’s data. But, every hunter likes to brush up on 
their skills through a round of sporting clays or 
target shooting at shooting ranges and the boats 
sportsmen and women buy can also provide a pleasant 
cruise at the local lake. And in the reverse, an avid user 
of a shooting range might decide to take his or her 
skills afield as they become more proficient or a boater 
might decide to bring a fishing rod aboard. Case in 
point – boat manufacturers already estimate that six 
out of ten boaters fished while they were on the water.

With this in mind, these pages spotlight some of the 
research developed by industry trade groups as well 
as expenditures by sportsmen and women from the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service survey to add more 
details to the trends for shooters and boaters.

The National Shooting Sports Foundation reports that the arms and 

ammunition industry directly employs 98,750 people.

Buying a boat is the first stage of an ongoing investment. After that 
there’s boat fuel, mooring and storage, launch fees and more. 
Expenditures by sportsmen and women for these additional boating 

costs is over $4 billion, making up just under half of the boating 

industry’s estimate of $9.8 billion for this market.

$15.0 BILLION 
The National Marine Manufacturers Association estimates that there were 16.35 million boats 
in use during 2011. More than one million boats changed hands that year with sales of all 
watercraft (including sail boats, personal water craft and others) totaling $15 billion. The 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service data estimates that hunters and anglers spent $3.9 billion on 
motorboats and non-motorized boats that year – equaling more than a quarter of the market.

83 million adults in the United States participated in 
recreational boating at least once in 2011 – nearly 35 percent 

of the adults in the country.

There are more than 32,000 retail/service boating businesses, employing over 200,000 people in 2010 – that’s more than eight times 

the 3,982 Walmart stores in the country and twice the number of employees Intel has.

15%
NSSF and Responsive 
Management research 

in 2009 found that 
15 percent of the U.S. 

population participated in 
some type of target or 
sport shooting – that’s 

34.4 million people.



    ◆ HUNTERS    ● RETAIL SALES  SALARIES & WAGES  JOBS  STATE & LOCAL TAXES  FEDERAL TAXES 

 Alabama  535,110  $1,189,125,204  $613,175,542  27,257  $104,412,563  $128,554,235 

 ** Alaska  125,189  $439,326,408  $195,786,614  5,950  $53,998,861  $40,221,116 

 Arizona  269,296  $341,668,296  $208,088,736  5,715  $42,474,173  $46,806,825 

 Arkansas  363,234  $1,034,162,738  $500,305,183  17,592  $112,772,887  $115,790,116 

 California  394,471  $1,141,737,383  $758,501,918  20,640  $153,291,677  $174,421,916 

 Colorado  259,200  $465,114,406  $291,973,454  8,355  $51,352,632  $68,371,147 

 Connecticut  49,994  $305,666,045  $142,099,320  4,128  $36,035,072  $41,178,619 

 Delaware  22,544  $40,943,866  $23,136,398  549  $4,819,625  $5,100,564 

 Florida  241,792  $965,096,389  $482,598,709  14,673  $94,639,788  $125,126,365 

 Georgia  391,644  $977,169,692  $600,193,419  23,996  $106,552,804  $145,048,655 

 ‡ Hawaii  22,523  $52,713,340  $23,514,889  774  $6,025,027  $5,099,046 

 Idaho  246,279  $471,243,529  $212,603,577  8,009  $47,711,230  $51,252,055 

 Illinois  511,766  $1,324,341,410  $698,887,510  18,049  $158,380,239  $180,372,476 

 Indiana  391,738  $229,913,491  $110,612,210  3,765  $26,498,117  $27,484,462 

 Iowa  253,071  $448,853,497  $227,965,683  6,975  $47,852,640  $52,111,319 

 Kansas  282,626  $404,795,400  $236,222,287  6,200  $47,135,477  $50,986,788 

 Kentucky  347,094  $1,038,943,809  $486,794,744  22,944  $97,857,604  $114,520,681 

 Louisiana  276,727  $710,426,665  $329,613,923  10,080  $72,130,602  $70,940,810 

 Maine  180,509  $213,219,154  $119,871,379  3,664  $28,074,112  $28,006,447 

 Maryland  88,280  $265,625,600  $127,954,484  4,498  $32,387,060  $34,780,701 

 Massachusetts  56,139  $150,982,784  $78,102,194  1,888  $15,227,411  $18,979,332 

 Michigan  528,936  $2,361,806,575  $1,202,811,230  34,473  $289,120,831  $307,741,126 

 Minnesota  476,540  $733,229,489  $417,868,357  12,439  $93,744,726  $106,029,695 

 Mississippi  483,162  $1,293,954,215  $497,748,606  22,511  $111,962,004  $112,297,307 

 Missouri  576,479  $985,002,441  $540,932,011  18,053  $107,620,783  $126,352,931 

 Montana  150,071  $633,572,345  $281,270,023  11,140  $64,819,239  $71,158,716 

 Nebraska  128,445  $562,145,198  $262,356,966  8,856  $59,518,903  $63,090,525 

 Nevada  43,423  $219,512,540  $112,681,197  3,058  $21,690,940  $26,941,653 

 New Hampshire  56,190  $60,440,355  $34,494,405  923  $7,551,752  $8,402,869 

 New Jersey  93,826  $116,095,966  $70,326,693  1,519  $13,492,573  $17,300,219 

 New Mexico          68,842  $145,772,931  $72,201,507  2,208  $16,069,090  $15,693,172 

 New York  823,410  $2,252,489,306  $1,178,786,626  23,697  $289,887,302  $287,485,940 

 North Carolina  334,956  $649,548,175  $317,739,003  9,376  $71,549,105  $76,527,560 

 ** North Dakota   82,440  $147,595,292  $69,554,245  2,254  $18,809,128  $15,177,285 

 Ohio  552,936  $853,801,721  $490,289,685  20,471  $97,437,823  $111,472,383 

 Oklahoma  243,821  $680,712,580  $254,285,204  12,090  $65,987,436  $72,982,908 

 Oregon  196,389  $248,240,140  $132,197,830  3,726  $27,084,273  $32,065,677 

 Pennsylvania  774,930  $985,541,569  $529,067,694  15,211  $121,054,741  $136,668,469 

 Rhode Island  20,100  $18,503,090  $11,458,525  290  $2,241,343  $2,607,804 

 South Carolina  253,540  $658,420,897  $301,861,172  20,011  $49,939,385  $73,630,962 

 South Dakota  270,287  $723,236,029  $302,183,278  11,034  $62,113,252  $72,731,738 

 Tennessee  374,586  $505,208,456  $281,406,658  8,847  $54,841,175  $64,885,376 

 Texas  1,146,657  $2,118,800,404  $1,140,972,709  36,170  $218,876,666  $279,321,294 

 Utah  192,871  $549,531,262  $309,947,917  12,471  $62,483,367  $70,199,557 

 Vermont  90,069  $294,712,917  $140,855,725  4,394  $33,909,231  $34,040,462 

 Virginia  432,416  $976,807,941  $525,896,157  20,492  $102,601,082  $132,134,525 

 Washington  218,800  $369,565,921  $211,083,317  5,612  $39,653,073  $50,647,408 

 West Virginia  246,864  $421,819,113  $153,805,141  5,377  $35,544,522  $35,579,954 

 Wisconsin  894,522  $2,565,720,458  $1,026,590,029  34,180  $228,393,941  $262,835,667 

 Wyoming  140,116  $301,218,745  $151,501,066  4,934  $24,254,951  $35,476,413 
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 ◆ ANGLERS   ● RETAIL SALES  SALARIES & WAGES  JOBS  STATE & LOCAL TAXES  FEDERAL TAXES 

682,625  $736,194,840  $320,214,191  10,489  $61,184,997  $70,240,159 

537,927  $718,452,401  $358,679,292  9,992  $86,459,590  $73,987,017 

636,966  $893,418,656  $490,946,268  12,505  $89,281,673  $108,821,355 

554,861  $517,364,731  $232,560,542  7,801  $50,109,458  $51,806,775 

1,673,633  $2,393,961,476  $1,573,094,107  35,748  $334,401,009  $365,552,269 

767,365  $857,405,955  $430,026,121  10,338  $83,185,649  $102,804,411 

341,995  $446,137,179  $273,332,655  6,625  $53,723,252  $68,287,470 

165,935  $109,167,791  $42,741,504  1,319  $11,951,595  $11,259,350 

3,091,952  $4,953,493,028  $2,702,670,214  80,211  $516,516,023  $685,323,663 

828,869  $1,306,650,305  $622,480,242  15,644  $109,281,377  $147,791,801 

156,720  $239,713,712  $106,579,841  3,007  $22,394,047  $21,788,329 

446,718  $548,392,876  $229,664,505  7,252  $49,541,983  $54,084,065 

1,043,780  $1,020,000,407  $548,144,825  13,548  $118,506,781  $136,903,628 

800,749  $693,739,202  $325,000,798  10,293  $76,365,973  $78,919,648 

473,307  $330,071,230  $146,685,016  4,574  $29,792,679  $33,646,934 

400,291  $224,448,862  $103,609,537  3,131  $21,997,805  $24,807,182 

554,163  $862,888,495  $361,029,199  12,059  $69,516,147  $82,294,089 

824,949  $958,784,822  $453,441,513  13,265  $93,390,154  $93,009,897 

341,154  $395,692,015  $201,165,974  6,723  $42,878,034  $44,501,743 

426,065  $549,436,134  $258,791,438  6,209  $51,680,339  $61,010,190 

531,707  $475,486,261  $303,259,366  7,213  $55,746,533  $72,009,674 

1,744,206  $2,465,535,795  $1,447,918,090  37,989  $287,082,977  $335,597,718 

1,561,881  $2,440,230,389  $1,311,490,021  35,462  $264,335,621  $319,557,705 

650,905  $902,096,726  $349,050,297  11,073  $74,823,920  $73,449,699 

1,071,487  $684,809,095  $361,357,550  10,842  $73,509,816  $84,547,273 

267,213  $349,913,031  $147,910,383  5,375  $36,895,735  $38,361,371 

206,967  $217,640,644  $106,275,569  3,230  $21,225,298  $23,561,091 

146,541  $189,689,911  $92,700,327  2,268  $16,507,952  $21,025,417 

228,087  $210,095,175  $114,048,866  3,614  $23,905,031  $27,758,574 

766,085  $1,146,551,669  $583,147,807  15,386  $137,228,333  $158,769,630 

278,016  $433,283,763  $186,044,225  5,487  $42,284,888  $40,433,851 

1,882,280  $2,696,583,564  $1,526,230,881  32,317  $332,964,752  $356,339,771 

1,524,578  $1,655,538,064  $899,667,215  25,712  $177,290,388  $203,218,395 

66,147  $74,100,683  $34,859,486  1,210  $9,436,565  $7,626,233 

1,341,657  $1,903,619,503  $789,311,723  26,354  $203,191,366  $208,530,370 

729,191  $821,069,868  $301,144,447  11,342  $77,341,322  $84,503,409 

637,746  $680,636,132  $382,802,979  11,043  $72,381,359  $91,781,493 

1,101,173  $502,996,175  $303,917,251  9,587  $59,880,258  $72,812,786 

174,882  $135,428,891  $73,301,720  2,056  $15,484,543  $17,264,447 

743,818  $865,561,873  $431,065,953  19,994  $74,244,785  $104,618,601 

267,862  $313,888,605  $126,326,966  3,747  $25,108,727  $28,801,493 

826,293  $1,279,223,286  $690,098,985  17,542  $112,094,480  $149,376,195 

2,246,367  $2,014,497,308  $1,144,653,689  29,824  $195,917,234  $260,143,658 

413,568  $489,764,385  $253,475,908  7,207  $49,702,967  $56,338,487 

207,014  $147,111,097  $73,224,447  2,420  $15,966,003  $17,139,314 

832,641  $1,407,011,422  $642,302,699  18,672  $139,406,127  $164,573,465 

938,053  $1,186,275,897  $625,222,636  16,211  $119,631,627  $150,271,880 

305,122  $448,099,697  $199,013,407  7,208  $45,289,085  $45,426,838 

1,246,775  $1,459,883,024  $667,112,559  21,542  $148,668,219  $166,477,700 

302,758  $476,766,960  $238,166,287  9,008  $28,364,285  $54,828,250 

DATA PROVIDED BY:
NATIONAL SHOOTING SPORTS 
FOUNDATION 
AND 
AMERICAN SPORTFISHING 
ASSOCIATION. 

◆ Total participants includes both 
resident and non-resident hunters or 
anglers. These numbers only report the 
number of sportsmen/women 16 years 
and older. Detailed data were not 
available for youth 6-15 years of age 
that hunted or fished. 

● The expenditures reported are 
greater than the total reported by the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
Sportsmen often attributed purchases 
to both fishing and hunting (especially 
vehicles and big-ticket items). These 
items were not included in the Service’s 
expenditure estimates. Such items were 
included in this table by prorating each 
item’s cost based on each respondent’s 
total days of hunting and fishing 
activity.

‡ Estimate based on a small sample 
size of 10-29 hunters.

** The Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game (ADFG) and the North Dakota 
Game and Fish Department have 
expressed concerns regarding the 
expenditure estimates from the USFWS 
National Survey. Readers may wish to 
defer to economic statistics produced 
by these states as alternate sources.
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This report is made possible 
with help from our sponsors.

Title Sponsors :

Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation 
110 North Carolina Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20003

Sources:

2011 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting and Wildlife-Associated Recreation, 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, 2012. 
 
Hunting in America: An Economic Force for Conservation. 
Southwick Associates for the National Shooting Sports Foundation in partnership 
with the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012.

Sportfishing in America: An Economic Force for Conservation. 
Southwick Associates for the American Sportfishing Association under a 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Sport Fish Restoration grant (F12AP00137,VA M-26-R) 
awarded by the Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, 2012.

2011 Recreational Boating Statistical Abstract. 
National Marine Manufacturers Association, 2012.

Shooting Sports Participation in the United States in 2009. 
Responsive Management for the National Shooting Sports Foundation, 2010.

Firearms and Ammunition Industry Economic Impact Report. 
National Shooting Sports Foundation, 2012.

Comparisons to other industries:
 
Apple, Inc.; CNN Money; Entertainment Software Association; ESPN; Fortune Magazine; 
GoArmy.com; Intel Corp.; McDonald’s Corporation; Nash Information Services; 
National Bicycle Dealers Association; National Sporting Goods Association; NASCAR; 
Research and Markets; Starbucks Corp.; Themed Entertainment Association; 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis; U.S. Department of Labor; 
Bureau of Labor Statistics; Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

Sponsors :

Since 1989 the Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation (CSF) has 
maintained a singleness of purpose that has guided the organization to 
become the most respected and trusted sportsmen’s organization in 
the political arena. CSF’s mission is to work with Congress, governors, 
and state legislatures to protect and advance hunting, recreational 
fishing and shooting and trapping. The unique and collective force of the 
Congressional Sportsmen’s Caucus (CSC), the Governors Sportsmen’s 
Caucus (GSC) and the National Assembly of Sportsmen’s Caucuses 
(NASC), working closely with CSF, and with the support of major 
hunting, recreational fishing and shooting, and trapping organizations, 
serves as an unprecedented network of pro-sportsmen legislators that 
advance the agenda of America’s hunters and anglers.

For more information visit www.sportsmenslink.org 
or call Sara Leonard at 202-543-6850 x11.


